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www.elsevier.com/locate/ijarEditorialThis special issue contains selected and revised papers from the Special Track on Uncer-
tain Reasoning of the Eighteenth International Florida Artiﬁcial Intelligence Research
Symposium (FLAIRS), held at Clearwater Beach, FL, in May 2005.
TheSpecialTrackonUncertainReasoninghas hada longand successful traditionwith the
FLAIRS conferences. In 2005 we celebrated the tenth anniversary of the track, which was
founded to revive the spirit of vibrant, open-minded exchanges that had been so common
among the uncertainty community in its ﬁrst years. Therefore, the track has always welcome
fresh research advancing the state of the art across a wide range of approaches, methods, and
interests. Bayesians have shared its forum with fuzzy logicians, philosophers with engineers,
subjectivists with objectivists, application specialists with normative theorists.
Whereas the general policy of the track has been to cover the area of uncertain reason-
ing in a most broad and unbiased manner, the continuity of the track’s spirit has been
ensured by involving some of the authors, PC members and chairs of one year in the orga-
nization of the following year. In 2005, it was our pleasure to chair the track, and we are
now proud to present the following nine papers as an essence of that track.
The ﬁrst two papers focus on the phenomenon of causality. Eric Neufeld and Sonje
Kristtorn address the relationship between causation and correlation observed in data,
raising the question Does non-correlation imply non-causation? They discuss criticisms to
the Markov condition and the faithfulness assumption which together ensure the appro-
priateness of the structure of a network for a causal model, arguing for carefully distin-
guishing between problems related to the theory of causal graphs and problems
encountered with real world data. The paper Inference in multi-agent causal models by
SamMaes, Stijn Meganck, and Bernard Manderick studies Bayesian networks with a clear
causal semantics in a multi-agent scenario. Each agent is thought of as being represented
by a causal Bayesian network, and the agents cooperate with one another to perform cau-
sal inference, exchanging information on private variables if necessary.
The view of the next papers is a bit more general, as their authors consider various
aspects of probabilistic networks. The paper Convergence in Markovian Models with Impli-
cations for Eﬃciency of Inference by Theodore Charitos, Peter R. de Waal, and Linda C.
van der Gaag deals with inference in sequential statistical models. They study the eﬀect
of consecutive similar observations on the posterior probability distribution of stochastic
processes. The results reported in the paper can be used to speed up inference in Markovian
models. Changhe Yuan and Marek J. Druzdzel want to understand why the AIS-BN
algorithm is such a successful sampling algorithm for Bayesian networks. They have0888-613X/$ - see front matter  2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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sights on Importance Sampling in Bayesian Networks. By studying the basic assumptions be-
hind importance sampling and the properties of importance sampling in Bayesian
networks, they develop several theoretical insights. In the paper Maximal Prime Subgraph
Decomposition of Bayesian Networks: A Relational Database Perspective by Dan Wu, the
problem of constructing maximal prime subgraph decomposition of Bayesian networks
is transformed into an equivalent problem in the domain of relational databases. This data-
base perspective of solving a problem in the domain of Bayesian networks further conﬁrms
the intrinsic relationship between relational databases and Bayesian networks that has long
been noticed. Conditional independence is the crucial concept for decomposing probabilis-
tic networks. Pseudo-independent probabilistic models are domain models that show local
independencies but collective conditional dependencies. The formula developed in Com-
plexity measurement of fundamental pseudo-independent models by J. Lee and Y. Xiang
may help to improve the quality of probabilistic networks learned from data.
The following paper deals with the problem of inconsistencies in databases. Sandra de
Amoa and Monica Sakuray Pais study the problem of querying inconsistent databases
in their paper A Paraconsistent Logic Programming Approach for Querying Inconsistent
Databases. They use a paraconsistent approach to integrate diﬀerent knowledge bases
and conduct reasoning even with the presence of inconsistent information in the database.
More speciﬁcally, they provide a declarative semantic for P-Datalog to query inconsistent
databases.
Finally, the last two papers view expected utility in decision theory from two very diﬀer-
ent perspectives. In the paper Distribution of Expected Utility in Decision Trees, Mats Dan-
ielson and Love Ekenberg take second-order information into regard for decision making
and propose a generalized expected utility. Their results also apply to other, non-probabi-
listic weighted trees such as multi-criteria weight trees. Paul Snow’s paper presents an in-
depth discussion on the fact that Pfanzagl exchanges diagnose an anomaly in expected utility
decision theory. He addresses conﬂicts that may arise in the axiomatic framework of deci-
sion theory combined from the works of von Neumann and Morgenstern, and Pfanzagl.
The paper supports the claim that some incompatibilities among the axioms that become
apparent in choices between certainties and risky lotteries should be tolerated.
We are grateful to everyone who helped us with realizing this publication, in particular,
to the authors and the reviewers. It was a pleasure for us to witness very critical, but
intense and constructive discussions about the papers during the reviewing period. More-
over, we thank the editors of the International Journal of Approximate Reasoning for
their support, and the organizers of the FLAIRS conferences for providing inspiring
environments for scientiﬁc work.
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